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Ursula von der Leyen, President of the European Commission, detailed her am



programme to place Europe at the global forefront of the combat against clim



geopolitics of mutual interest” during her tenure at the helm of the executive b

and the promotion of digital innovation, data protection, and what she called “
the European Union.


Von der Leyen takes o ce as the multilateral institutions that have helped gov
0



world over the past 50 years “are being challenged every day”. She said: “It’s no

Comments question of one country or one party or one president. It is a global phenomen

on sentiments.” Average people play by the rules but worry about the future o
businesses and families. “No matter how hard they try, they feel that the world
fast.”
One response is increased nationalism and divisiveness. Another is to strive to
greater inclusion. “We need to upgrade our international forums,” she said. “W
leadership.”
Climate change is probably “the best example” of the need for new initiatives,
She proposes a European Green Deal, with projected investments of €1 trillion
public and private sources combined and with the backing of the European Inv
Bank. The central goal is to make Europe carbon neutral by 2050. “This will cre
innovation and will create value,” she said. “And it will create jobs.”
Europe cannot reduce its own CO2 emissions just to turn around and “import”
abroad. To protect local businesses and workers from foreign rms operating
looser environmental regulations, she proposes what she called a “carbon bor
adjustment mechanism”.
Ultimately, the goal would be for Europe’s trading partners to implement simil
reduction programmes. She pointed to initiates already under way in Californi
To promote innovation and help scientists nd new solutions to the world’s pr
proposes the expansion of the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC), where re
can upload and access vast amounts of data. “It is being developed in Europe f
European solutions,” she said. Eventually the EC plans “to open this to the broa
sector and to businesses”.
She added that Europe will continue its e orts in the realm of data privacy and
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In terms of geopolitics, von der Leyen stressed the need to “invest in more lon
stability”. She added: “Hard power is an important tool, without question, but n
only one. It always comes with diplomacy and con ict prevention.”
She called this the “geopolitics of mutual interest. That’s what Europe stands fo
Von der Leyen’s address was followed by another by David Maria Sassoli, Pres
European Parliament. His body must approve her green deal and other projec
they can be implemented. He reserved the right of legislators to review and “c
proposals if they see t. His primary concern is to link the green deal with soci
“The environmental challenges we face will only be solved if we address pover
inequality,” he said.
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Why is the EU putting forward a renewed industrial policy now?
The Commission is setting a clear direction for a globally competitive, climate-neutr
digitalised industry. The Strategy is about enabling Europe’s industry to do what it h
always done best: drive our economies forward, provide a fair living for millions an
at the cutting edge of innovation. It is about supporting industry to lead on the gree
digital transitions and stay competitive at a time of geopolitical uncertainty. The EU
to have a clear industrial vision for 2030 and beyond, and a new partnership to turn
ambition into reality. Coordinated decisions and actions at all levels (European, nat
and local) and by all players (public and private) are needed now to set the right en
conditions for this transition. This Strategy was a key part of President von der Ley
Political Guidelines and responds to a request from the European Council in March

What is new about this Industrial Strategy?
CONTINUE READING

The Strategy shows the direction of travel and the route we will take to lead the gre
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The COVID-19 outbreak is having a major impact on the international and European
aviation industry. The situation is deteriorating on a daily basis. Tra c is expected t
decline further in the coming weeks.
In order to help ease the impact of the outbreak, the European Commission will pu
forward targeted legislation to temporarily alleviate airlines from their airport slot u
obligations under EU law.
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decreases emissions by avoiding so-called ‘ghost ights’ where airlines y almost em
aircraft to keep their slots.
Commissioner for Transport Adina Vălean said: “The temporary measure will allow
CONTINUE READING

airlines to adjust their capacity in view of the falling demand caused by the outbrea
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Why does the EU need a new Strategy?
Africa is Europe’s closest neighbour. The ties that bind Africa and the European Uni
are broad and deep as a result of history, proximity and shared interests. It is time
this relationship to the next level.
2020 will be a pivotal year for Africa-EU relations to realise the ambition of forging a
even stronger partnership.
The new Partnership Agreement between the EU and the Africa, Caribbean and Pac
Group of States is expected to be concluded and the next EU-African Union Summi
take place in Brussels in October 2020 in view of de ning a joint partnership agend
Both Africa and Europe face a growing number of shared challenges, including the
of climate change and the digital transformation.
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